x1. Introduction.
We construct real valued nite energy solutions of the dissipative nonlinear wave equation u + u t h?1 u t = 0 ; := @ 2 t ? x ; 1 < h 2 R ;
(1:1) which have singularities which are partially smoothed after a focus. Here ft; xg 2 R 1+d , with spatial dimension d 2.
A striking classical result of Lions-Strauss LS] shows that (1.1) is a well behaved evolution equation in t 0 in all dimensions. There are two underlying estimates in establishing this result. The rst is that solutions have nonincreaing energy. With with Cauchy data u t=0 = f u t t=0 = g :
(1:5) In addition, the energy laws (1.3) and (1.4) are satis ed by pairs of such solutions as well as the local versions in the truncated cones ?(x; R; T ) := jx ? xjj < R ? t ; 0 < t < T R .
The energy law in ?(x; R; R) shows that two solutions whose Cauchy data agree on jx ? xj R, must agree on cone jx ? xj R ? t.
Regularity results follow from this by applying the contractivity estimate (1.4) to the solutions u(t; x) and v = u(t; x + ). The H 1 modulus of continuity is de ned by !(u; t; h) 2 This shows that H s regularity for 1 s 2 propagates forward in time.
The major interest of these results is that they de ne a strongly nonlinear evolution. By any measure known to man these problems are supercritical when d is large. These problems can not be attacked by using the basic estimates and then treating the nonlinear term as a perturbation writing u = ? ?1 ? u h t . In particular for d large and h 2 Z odd the nonlinearity is polynomial and it is not known whether the solutions with data in C 1 0 are C 1 . Equivalently it is not known if such solutions are locally lipshitzean.
Our main result is the construction of compactly supported solutions which are smoother in ft 1g than they are in f0 t < 1g. This includes an explicit solution in closed form computed in x5. 3. What is happening is that an incoming spherical wave focusses at t = 1; x = 0. Approaching the focus, the amplitudes of u t and u h t diverge to in nity. The nonlinear term acts in a dissipative manner. For d > 2h=(h?1)?1 the nonlinearity is su ciently large that the e ect of the dissipation is so strong that the solution grows more slowly than it would have in the linear case. The idea of the proof in case I is to use the classical energy estimate for the second derivates of u in the domain outside the incoming light cone that is ft; xg : jxj 1 ? t . The energy identity involves a boundary term on the incoming light cone jxj = 1 ? t. This term is nite for the nonlinear problem and would have been in nite for the linear problem. In this way one shows that the second derivative at time t = 1 are square integrable. In case II one shows that they are square integrable with weight r , 1 > 0. Then an inequality of Hardy type nishes the proof.
4. There are at least two other circumstances where supercritical damping for the same family of equations has been shown to have a regularizing e ect on solutions. The rst involves families of oscillatory solutions u whose angular derivatives @ ! r t;x u are uniformly bounded in L 2 at the same time as r t;x u is bounded in L 2 ( JMR2], JMR3], JMR4]). If the initial data is supported in jxj < 1, is not compact in energy, and has prinicipal oscillations which initially move toward the origin, in the sense that (@ t ? @ r )u is compact in L 2 , then for t > 1 the family r t;x u is compact in L 2 (R d ). The noncompactness has been absorbed at the focus. 5. A similar phenomenon was described in RR3] for families u of unifromly disipative rst order systems when d = 1 and the intial data are the regularizations j of nite measures. The L 1 (R) norm of u (t) decreases in time. It is proved that for t > 0 the solutions converge to the solution with initial data given by the nonsingular parts (in the sense of the Lebesgue decomposition) of the measures j . The singular part is absorbed. In particular if the singular part is nonzero, u (t; x) is compact in L 1 (R x ) for t > 0 even though the initial data are not.
6. The explicit example of x5, shows that the result of the Main Theorem is sharp when h = 2 and d = 4. 7. These results were rst described in JMR5].
2. Analysis of the singularities.
The most important step in the proof of the Main Theorem is to analyse the jump discontinuities in the derivatives of the solution for times 0 t 1. The singularities come from the initial jump discontinuities on the sphere jxj = 1. In terms of the original variable b, estimate (2.13) is equivalent to (2.10).
To prove (2.11), insert the estimate (2.10) into the identity (2.12).
The energy density along the characteristic is then The remaining derivative (@ t ? @ r )@ t u = (@ t ? @ r )@ r u on the incoming cone, so the square integrability follows from the previous estimates.
Lemma 2.4. Analysis of the outgoing jump. If Assumption 1.4 is satis ed then u is continuously di erentiable on a neighborhood of the outgoing cone jxj = 1 + t ; t > 0 . The rst step is to show that the lim t!0 u + ](t; 1 + t) = 0. Equation (2:2) + shows that (@ t + @ r )u + is locally bounded. Thus with 0 < < t << 1 integrating this equation shows that u + (t + ; 1 + t) ? u(0; 1 ? ) = O(t) ; u + (t ? ; 1 + t) ? u(0; 1 + ) = O(t) :
Letting ! 0 and subtracting shows that De ne a smooth function k(t) by k(t) := u + (t ? 0; 1 + t) + u ? (t; 1 + t) = 2 u t (t ? 0; 1 + t) :
The transport equation satis ed by the jump u + ] along the outgoing characteristic is derived by taking the di erence between the equation (2: Simplifying the boundary terms using the identities 2(e w t w r ) = (w t w r ) 2 +jr ! wj 2 and passing to the limit ! 0 proves the lemma. Next consider the terms on the right hand side of (3.2) in the limit T ! 1. Part ii. of Lemma 2.1. implies that the second term is bounded independent of T . Similary, Lemma 2.3 with = 0 shows that the integral of the rst summand in the rst integral on the right of (3.2) is bounded independent of T . This is where the hypothesis d > 2h=(h ? 1) is used. Taking Consider solutions with U = V = 0 for ? 1 < s < ?1 ; which corresponds to solutions u which vanish on the incoming cone ft < ?rg. For 
